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INTRODUCTION
The dimensionless parameter approach to energy confinement scaling studies has put the
empirical approach to predicting the energy confinement in ITER on a sound physical
footing. Since the plasma geometry (shape, safety factor qgs), toroidal beta ([5 cc nT/Bz) and
collisionality (v' oc nZefiLfI‘l) required by ITER can be achieved in current machines the
standard approach used for type I ELMy H-modes [Cordey] is to keep these 3 dimensionless
parameters fixed and scale the confinement with normalised ion gyro—radius (5 0c TO'SIBL).
To perform these p. scaling experiments in JET the toroidal field was varied in the range 1-
2.6T. Collisionality can be kept constant by varying nocB'u3 which is achievable.

p‘ Scaling in Radiative Regimes
Matching of the three parameters p', v' and [3 should ensure that all plasma physics
phenomena, including collisional effects with Coulomb-like cross-sections are sealed
correctly [Connor]. Lackner {Laclmefl has showu that atomic physics effects such as
radiation, charge exchange and other ion-neutral interactions of importance in the plasma
edge can only be scaled when the absolute temperature, T, is also matched. In JET, detached
divertor plasmas are obtained at similar values of total fractional radiated power fwd and so
this has been used as a closely related alternative dimensionlesa parameter. Using lower Z
impurities (nitrogen and neon) the radiation distribution will be similar to that expected in
ITER for argon. Fixing fad also avoids any confusion between changes in confinement and
direct losses from within the core plasma.

Constraints
In the JET experiments [Stork] qgs(3.1) , f,8d(~60%), fi(:e1,2) and Zcfl(=3) were kept constant.
Fractional radiated power fmd=PrwmfPhcmm can be written in terms of Zefi and line
averaged density n by using the multi-machine Zcfi scaling law [Matthews] given by:

left = 1 + 7 fmdt/nzs, where S the main plasma surface area. PM, can then be substituted
with an expression in terms of dimensionless parameters via an appropriate confinement
scaling law: Gyro-Bohrn BtE cc 5% ITER93H) or Bohm BIB oc p"2(~ ITER89L). These
relationships then imply that key parameters are constrained as follows:
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Ideally We would find a means to keep v' constant and one possibility might be to allow Zefi‘
or B to vary but it turns out that the required parameter variations either do not exist or are
impractical. Fortunately the v‘ dependence of both the commonly used confinement sealings
is rather weak (Bram ac \7'0'23, BtEm o: vw‘u) so that the failure to maintain constant v'
may have only a small effect on the results.

Scaling of global confinement
Figure 1 shows the variation ofthe Hung”, factor with p. from the JET series of radiative
p. scaling series. Data have been restricted to pulses with fmd>50% and multiple points have
been taken from two pulses for each value of toroidal field. Also, shown are data from
radiative discharges in ASDEX—Upgrade and DIII—D. All this data is consistent with a
degradation with respect to the Gyro-Bohm like ITER93H scaiing as p° decreases. This is in
contrast to the type I ELMy H-modes [Cordey] which are also shown.
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Figure 1 H93 vs p‘for H—modes with12090.5 Figure 2 p' vs u'for H—moder withf,,,,,> 0.5

Figure 2 shows variation of p‘ with v' for the same data. Although v‘ cannot be held
constant in these discharges the existence of similar HITER93_H factors for widely differing v.
indicates that the confinement is weakly dependent on collisionality as is characteristic of
existing scaling laws. There also appears to be no strong beta dependence.
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Local transport analysis
Local transport analysis ofJET pulses using the TRANSP code shows that the thermal

diffusivity of the core (q<2) retains its gyro-Bohm like scaling whilst the outer region is

strongly degraded. Profiles of 1],, Tc, Ti, PC, total thermal pressure P3+Pi and xm (dominated

by xi) are shown in figures 3~8. All discharges were with lp= 2.5MA, BT'=2.5T and BMW

of NB heating. A reference unfuelled type I ELMy discharge is compared with discharges

seeded with nitrogen impurity. In one of these cases (37997) the density fell due to the loss

in confinement but in the other (37991) strong D2 was used to maintain the density.

The observed decoupling of the core and edge confinement are not obviously consistent

with confinement models in which the edge and core confinement are strongly linked

[Kotschcnreuter]. It is also appears different from the profile resiIience reported by

ASDEX-Upgrade [Sutrrop] in which the core confinement appears to be set by the value at

the top of the pedestal leading to self-similar TE profiles. '

In radiative discharges there may be a concern that the increase in liar near the edge is

merely the result of direct losses which have not been correctly accounted for in the

analysis. However, tomographic inversion of the bolometric data [Ingessori] shows that a

majority of the radiation is emitted from outside (195 and as a result, the derived Xeff is very

insensitive to the assumptions made about the radiation profile. Monte-Carlo calculations of

the charge exchange losses coupled with bolometric evidence show that these losses are too

small to influence the transport analysis and in any case are mainly located outside c195.

CONCLUSIONS
JET experiments have been described which are a first attempt at applying the

dimensionless parameter approach of discharges with ITER relevant levels of radiated

power and small high frequency ELMs. Global confinement scaling appears to be Bohm

like which seems to result from degradation of the cross-field transport in the region outside

q=2. Inside this flux surface the transport is unaffected. Rigid profile consistency does not

seem to be observed in either the ion or electron temperature profiles
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Figure 3 - Electron density profiles
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Figure 4 - Electron temperature profiles
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Figure 4 - Ion temperature profiles
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Figure 5 - Electron pressure profiles
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